
FAR EASTERN LAW INSTITUTE 

I’m a student of Pacific National University. I 

study at the Far Eastern Law Institute. It was 

organized in 1994. 

The global changes occurring in our country 

have strengthened the society need in highly skilled 

professionals in the field of jurisprudence and social 

work. The history of the Far Eastern Law Institute 

development began. Presently, the Institute is known 

as one of the best Higher schools at the Far Eastern 

region. 

There are the following chairs at the Far Eastern 

Law Institute: Government-Legal Disciplines; 

Criminal-Legal Disciplines; Civil Law and Business 

Activities; Sociology; Social Work and Law; History 

of Fatherland, State and Law; Philosophy and Cultural 

Studies; Physical Education and Self-Defense. 

I’m a second year student. My specialty is 

jurisprudence.  As a result of study law students 

pursue a Master or Bachelor of Laws degree. 

Law is the system of rules of conduct established 

by the sovereign government of a society to correct 

wrongs, maintain stability, and deliver justice.  

A lawyer is a person learned in the law; as an 

attorney, counsel or solicitor; a person licensed to 

practice law.   

The Institute’s Chairs maintain close scientific-

practical connections with Higher schools of the Far 

Eastern region. The chairs cooperate with the RF 

Committee for Drugs Control; the RF Investigatory 

Committee; the Judicial Department in Sakha 

Republic (Yakutia); the Khabarovsky Krai Millitary 

Commissariat; the Khabarovsk City Administration; 

the Khabarovsky Krai Arbitration Court; the 

Khabarovsk Customs Department, the RF Customs 

Headquarter, a Far East branch. 

Working as a lawyer involves the practical 

application of abstract legal theories and knowledge to 

solve specific individualized problems, or to advance 

the interests of those who retain lawyers to perform 

legal services. The role of the lawyer varies 

significantly across legal jurisdictions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

to strengthen - усиливать 

 

 

Government-Legal Disciplines – 

Государственно-правовые 

дисциплины 

 

Criminal-Legal Disciplines – 

Уголовно-правовые дисциплины 

 

Civil Law and Business Activities – 

Гражданское право и 

предпринимательская 

деятельность 

Self-Defense - самооборона 

 

to pursue – получать, следовать,  

добиваться 

 

rules of conduct – правила 

поведения 

 

to maintain - поддерживать 

 

attorney – адвокат, прокурор, 

атторней 

 

counsel - юрисконсульт 

 

solicitor –  адвокат, 

выступающий в судах низшей 

инстанции; солиситор 

 

application - применение 

 

to retain – нанимать, приглашать 

на работу 
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Answer the following questions: 

1. Where do you study? 

2. When was the Far Eastern Law Institute organized? 

3. Is your specialty important nowadays? 

4. What chairs are at the Far Eastern Law Institute? 

5. What is your future specialty? 

6. What are the main objectives of law? 

7. What does working as a lawyer involve?  

 

1. Read the following text. Give a written translation into Russian. 

   The notaries appeared in the late Roman Empire. Like their modern-day 

descendants, the civil law notaries, they were responsible for drafting wills, 

conveyances, and contracts. They were ubiquitous and most villages had one. In 

Roman times, notaries were widely considered to be inferior to advocates and 

jurisconsults. Roman notaries were not law-trained; they were barely literate hacks 

who wrapped the simplest transactions in mountains of legal jargon, since they 

were paid by the line. 

2. Read the following text. Give a written translation into Russian. 

   Authorities employ various mechanisms to regulate (encouraging or 

discouraging) certain behaviors in general. Governing or administering agencies 

may for example codify rules into laws, police people to ensure they comply with 

those laws, and implement other policies and practices designed
 
to prevent crime. 

In addition, authorities provide remedies and sanctions, and collectively these 

constitute a criminal justice system. Legal sanctions vary widely in their severity; 

they may include (for example) incarceration of temporary character aimed at 

reforming the convict. Some jurisdictions have penal codes written to inflict 

permanent harsh punishments: legal mutilation, capital punishment or life without 

parole. 

   The label of "crime" and the accompanying social stigma normally confine their 

scope to those activities seen as injurious to the general population or to the State, 

including some that cause serious loss or damage to individuals. Those who apply 

the labels of "crime" or "criminal" intend to assert the hegemony of a dominant 

population, or to reflect a consensus of condemnation for the identified behavior 

and to justify any punishments prescribed by the State (in the event that standard 

processing tries and convicts an accused person of a crime). 
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